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WHO 
We are a lively, friendly group, sharing ideas for researching and writing our family 
tales and histories. The only requirement is membership in SCGS. You may have 
read one of our stories, columns or book reviews in The Searcher or on the website. 
We welcome beginners. If you are shy, check out the encouraging book If You Can 
Talk, You Can Write, by Joel Saltzman. He’s right: you can write!  
 
WHAT  
This is not like a college or evening class, we choose a topic for writing and 
discussion ahead of time. We bring stories we work on, articles from magazines and 
newspapers, URLs of interesting websites and books on writing we like. At almost 
every meeting we spend time “free-writing,” choosing a topic, writing, sharing what 
we’ve written. This sparks further ideas for tales. Learn how to turn the dry 
statistics of your “Begats, Beweds and Begones” into lively tales of family and 
situation. 
 
WHEN 
Once monthly, on the second Sunday of each month, from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Occasionally we must change an already published date, so if you’re not yet on  
The Writers Group mailing list, please contact Jennifer Taylor at 
jenmichelletaylor@icloud.com to confirm the group’s next upcoming meeting.  
 
WHERE 
At the SCGS Library, around the table in the German section.  
 
WHY 
In the words of one longtime member of “The Writers Group:”  
 

“….we come to tell our stories, all that we remember 
we talk about our childhood, our parents, our relatives 

 
we return to the writer's table because we need to tell our stories to other storytellers 

we return because we need to hear a good tale 
because we know our people wanted us to remember 
because we want our children to know and remember 

 
in the end we have a good time 

we get inspired 
we have writing to do” 

Raymonde Motil, September 2012 


